Directions to the Ussery Management Research Lab (COM 435)

Reach the fourth floor through the elevator close to the parking deck, enter the Faculty & Office Center through the door next to the screen, walk down the hallway, turn right at the blue wall (the first intersection), Room 435 is on your left.

Or
Reach the fourth floor through the elevator or the stairs in the lobby (close to the main entrance of COM), go straight after you get out of the elevator (or turn right if you were walking up from the stairs), walk through the hallway with the big pillars (do NOT go across the sky bridge), turn right at the end of the hallway and enter the Faculty & Office Center, turn left at the blue wall (the first intersection), Room 435 is on your right.

Or
Reach the fourth floor through the elevator close to Starbucks, turn right when you get out of the elevator, walk down the hallway and turn left at the end of the hallway, keep walking until you PASS the blue wall, and turn left at the end of the blue wall, Room 435 is on your left.

http://bizlab.gatech.edu